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The Ministry of Truth is involved with news media, entertainment, the fine arts and 
educational books. Its purpose is to rewrite history to change the facts to fit Party doctrine 
for propaganda effect.

The Ministry of Truth symbolizes the Party’s belief that power is the most important 
commodity that they have access to. And the power over what people believe (which 
includes power over the past) is part of that equation.

Object 1  

Originally the “Ministry of Truth” was designed for national security purposes to disseminate guidance 
to DHS agencies on combating foreign misinformation, maliinformation and disinformation. And how 
are we to believe exactly what the government will consider misinformation and malinformation? Will 
it combat the foreign misinformation on Israel against Palestine? Certainly not. Will it combat 
misinformation and malinformation by the far-left against the right-wing? Certainly not. Instead it is 



akin to a Communist Jew policy to most likely promote censorship, arrest and censor dissidents on the 
right-wing, and use to promote Zionist policies and doctrines such as the religion of Holocaustianity.

DHS “Disinformation Governance Board” Director Nina Jankowicz, better known as the 
Biden administration’s Minister of Truth, says Twitter should allow verified users like her 
to edit other users’ tweets to “add context.”

Jankowicz caveated her comments by stating that Twitter had verified many 
“untrustworthy” people. In other words, if only people like Jankowicz were verified, the 
edting system would make sense.

Source: https://www.breitbart.com/tech/2022/05/12/minister-of-truth-nina-jankowicz-
wants-to-edit-your-tweets/

“I am eligible for it because I’m verified, but there are a lot of people who shouldn’t be 
verified who aren’t, you know, legit, in my opinion. I mean, they are real people, but 
they’re not, you know, trustworthy.”

“Anyway, so verified people can essentially start to edit Twitter the same sort of way 
Wikipedia is, so they can add context to certain tweets.”

“So, just as an easy example, not from any political standpoint, if President Trump were 
still on Twitter and tweeted a claim about voter fraud, someone could add context from one 
of the sixty lawsuits that went through the court, or something that an election official in 
one of the states said.”

“Adding context, so that people have a fuller picture rather than just an individual claim on 
a tweet.”

Like many of Jankowicz’s public comments, her proposals attracted widespread mockery as
the clip went viral on social media.

Popular YouTube comedian and free speech activist Mark Meechan compared her to the 
sinister antagonists of the 2001 video game Metal Gear Solid 2, who propose a system of 
internet censorship to “create context” around the web’s rapidly increasing flow of 
information, to guide the public towards elites’ preferred versions of the truth.

How do Americans themselves feel about having their constitutional right to free speech censored and 
monitored by Big Tech and governments?

Last year, more than half (56 percent) of Americans wanted more regulation of Big Tech. Now, only 44 
percent of Americans want to see more government enforcement of tech companies. And the number of 
respondents who want less government regulation of the tech industry has doubled this year, from nine 
percent to 20 percent.

As we’ve seen in the past, more Republicans than Democrats feel certain political views are targeted 
on social media — 92 percent of Republicans say censoring is likely occurring, compared to 66 percent
of Democrats.
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Source: https://au.news.yahoo.com/pew-american-views-government-regulation-social-media-big-tech-
005256734.html

Of course this is the case no one wants to some 1984 nanny state telling them what they can say and do 
online or what they can and can not believe in. And of course the mostly Communist democratic party 
whose revolutionary para-militarized wing ANTIFA would support such laws. They are Totalitarian 
Communists who want 1984 to happen!

We haven’t heard the last of the “Ministry of Truth” though give it time and like most Jewish ideas it 
will be back under a hip cool new name that the kids can get down with. The kids being SJWs, Jews, 
Zionists, and other assorted scum that escaped the tendrils of Europe post-WWII and continue to carry 
on the legacy of the USSR and Israeli interests at the detriment of every human being alive who isn’t 
Jewish, crypto-Jewish or Communist scum.
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